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Abstract

The existing empirical research into the association between intellectual capital disclosures by organisations and the cost of debt is scarce or is based solely on the samples of the (large) listed organisations. Since agency issues between management/owners and lenders exist also in (large) private organisations whose financing is greatly dependent on loans and whose audited annual reports can be a source of additional information for external users, we performed an empirical research to find the answer to the question whether the level of intellectual capital disclosure (as a whole and of its sub-categories) of organisations is associated with the cost of their debt capital. Our study was performed on a sample of private Slovenian organisations with audited annual reports. The results of our research did not reveal that lenders would take into account intellectual capital disclosures by Slovenian private audited organisations as the information about the potential for their future cash flows when deciding on the cost of debt issued to these organisations.
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Introduction

In modern economic environment, intellectual capital is understood as “a non-monetary asset without physical substance but [which] possesses value or [which] can generate future benefits” (Choong, 2008, p. 613). It is usually
classified into three sub-categories, i.e. human, structural and relational capital\(^1\) (e.g. Edvinsson, 1997; Sveiby, 1997; Bontis, 1998; Guthrie, 2001; MERITUM, 2002; April et al., 2003; Li et al., 2008; Cronje & Moolman, 2013; Sanchez et al., 2013). It is also considered as one of the main value creators in the process of value creation in organisations and in the new economy (MERITUM, 2002; OECD, 1996, 2007). Since accounting theory recognises intellectual capital in a very limited extent and since a balance sheet reports only those intangible assets that fulfil the required criteria (e.g. ownership rights, goodwill), it is necessary to report or obtain more comprehensive (non-financial, forward-looking) information about it/them somewhere else. It has been shown that disclosures significantly supplement companies’ financial statements or are, as stated by Zéghal and Maaloul (2011), “considered as a solution to the negative consequences of non-recognition of intangibles in financial statements.” Intellectual capital disclosures are almost exclusively voluntary; they can be given separately or within some other (public) reporting (e.g. business reports, annual reports, IPO prospectuses) and are meant both for external and for internal users. The latter need them mainly for the purpose of managing this capital as effectively as possible (i.e. as a management tool), whereas the former (e.g. potential investors, business partners and lenders) need such disclosures to determine the potential and the value of an organisation (i.e. as a communication tool).

Empirical research into the economic consequences of intellectual capital reporting is numerous and mainly based on the assumption that additional disclosures usually lead to the reduction of information asymmetry and to the lessening of the uncertainty regarding the predictions of future operations (and future cash flows) of organisations\(^2\) (e.g. Orens et al., 2009; Boujelbene & Affes, 2013; Mangena et al., 2010, 2016). For that reason, a number of studies focused on the importance of such disclosures for owners (e.g. Abdolmohammadi, 2005; Orens et al., 2009; Boujelbene & Affes, 2013; Taliyang et al., 2014; Mangena et al., 2010, 2016), whereas only a few studies addressed this issue from the perspective on lenders and/or in relation to the cost of debt capital (Orens et al., 2009; Hsuehchang, 2013). Considering the significance of agency issues and public availability of information about intellectual capital (Williams, 2001; Bozzolan et al., 2003; Abdolmohammadi, 2005; Abeysekera, 2006), the research into the associations between intellectual capital disclosures and the cost of debt capital (Orens et al., 2009; Hsuehchang, 2013) has focused on listed organisations. Although there may exist the agency issue regarding private (non-listed) organisations with lenders as the main source of external financing (Koren et al., 2014), we have not been able to find empirical research on the associations between intellectual capital disclosures of such private organisations and the cost of their debt. However, a few studies addressed the cost of debt for private organisations (Fortin & Pittman, 2007; Karjalainen, 2011; Kim et al., 2011; Minnis, 2011). As regards Slovenia, the research by Koren et al. (2014) dealt with Slovenian private organisations, but its focus was on the (voluntary) auditing. In addition, we found only three studies that measured the extent of intellectual capital disclosures in the annual reports of Slovenian organisations (Rodman, 2005; Jelenovec, 2015; Stropnik & Korošec, 2016).

Based on the fact (1) that the association between intellectual capital disclosures and the cost of debt capital has been proven for listed organisations (Orens et al., 2009; Hsuehchang, 2013), (2) that larger private organisations may also face agency issues between management/owners and lenders (Kosi & Valentincic, 2013), that (3) organisations that depend on external financing are likely to undertake an expended disclosure policy (Francis et al., 2005), and that “creditors of private firms will likely make use of all publicly available information” (Peek et al., 2010, p. 54), so private organisations may use annual reports as an important communication channel for additional/intellectual capital information, and given that (4) the information about intellectual capital of private organisations is publicly available in their audited annual reports, and considering (5) the importance of debt/loans financing in bank-based economies (as is Slovenian economy\(^3\)), and taking into account (6) the credit crunch e economic situation in the years 2013 and 2014 in Slovenia, a research question whether intellectual capital disclosures of private audited organisations are associated with the cost of debt capital, i.e. whether they are associated with the bank’s decisions when granting loans, arises.

---

\(^1\) The classification of a large number of intellectual capital items into different sub-categories adequately supplements its definition (Choong, 2008, p. 617). Human capital thus comprises skills and knowledge of employees and can be studied at individual level (e.g. personal attributes, technical competence and creativity) or at organisation level (e.g. team work, healthy work environment). Structural capital is knowledge that cannot be separated from the organisations (e.g. organisational structures, procedures, systems, databases, patents) and relational capital is the relationship between the organisation and its external stakeholders (e.g. customers, resource providers, banks and shareholders) (Joshi et al., 2013, p. 267).

\(^2\) The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2007, p. 6) goes a step further by stating that organisations should “provide financial markets with sufficient and relevant non-financial information about intellectual assets, thereby improving the exercise of ownership rights and tightening the financial discipline of management and boards, with positive economic consequences.”

\(^3\) Slovenian economy is a bank-based economy due to the prevalence of monetary financial institutions (Banka Slovenije, 2014).

\(^4\) Sengupta (1998, p. 473) argues that “there is greater reliance on disclosures when the market uncertainty surrounding the firm is high”.
**Literature Review and Hypothesis Development**

The information about or the disclosure of intellectual capital has become a major object of research. It can be broadly classified into (1) the research on factors which have an impact on intellectual capital disclosures (e.g. size of the organisation and industry type (Brüggen et al., 2009; Whiting & Woodcock, 2011), firm age (White et al., 2007; Sonnier et al., 2009), corporate governance (Li et al., 2008; Hidalgo et al., 2011; Haji & Ghazali, 2013), listing status (Williams, 2001)), and (2) the research which assesses the impact of intellectual capital disclosures on different areas of organisation’s performance and its valuation. The latter research provides evidence on, for example, significant and positive effect of intellectual capital disclosures on market capitalization and firm value (Abdolmohammadi, 2005; Orens et al., 2009), the impact of intellectual capital disclosures on the reduction of information asymmetry (Orens et al., 2009; An et al., 2011) and (consequently) the impact of voluntary intellectual capital disclosures on the reduction of the cost of equity capital (Orens et al., 2009; Boujelbene & Affes, 2013; Mangena et al., 2010, 2016). In these studies, the hypotheses were tested on the samples of (large) organisations, which are listed on the stock exchanges of developed capital markets, e.g. the USA (Abdolmohammadi, 2005), the United Kingdom (Mangena et al., 2010, 2016), France (Boujelbene & Affes, 2013) and other individual countries of continental Europe (Orens et al., 2009). These are thus the studies whose very focus of research (i.e. the impact of intellectual capital disclosure on market capitalization and market value of organisations, the information asymmetry and the cost of equity financing) requires such samples, i.e. listed organisations, which are bound to more extensive disclosure due to their ownership and size. These organisations also have important influence on equity markets (Cairns et al., 2011). It can, therefore, be expected that these organisations will (voluntarily) disclose more information regarding their intellectual capital in comparison with private organisations. Because of a relatively strong direct correspondence between the management and the owners, or between management/owners and lenders, the latter organisations usually do not disclose additional information about the organisation and its operations/intellectual capital publicly or they present them within private contractual arrangements (e.g. OECD, 2007; Gassen & Fülbier, 2015). Nevertheless, organisations with higher need for external financing (e.g. private organisations) will voluntarily disclose more information (Francis et al., 2005), and because lenders of private organisations will likely make use of all publicly available information (e.g. annual reports) (Peek et al., 2010), annual reporting for larger private organisations with (mandatory and voluntary) audited annual reports may still be regarded as an important communication channel with external stakeholders.

According to agency theory, information asymmetry and conflicting interests between agents and principals generate agency costs. Organisations can reduce these costs by disclosing additional information concerning activities of their management and organisations’ economic reality, thus enabling investors and other stakeholders to monitor management more appropriately (OECD, 2007; Álvarez et al., 2008). Voluntary disclosures are in general considered as a response to information asymmetry (Gandia, 2005; Hossain et al., 2005; Boesso & Kumar, 2007; Orens et al., 2009). In accordance with critical stakeholder theory, Abeysekera (2006, p. 69) argues that “the more powerful the stakeholder, the more likely a firm’s managers are to take into account their expectations; hence influencing which information is communicated and how.” Considering that lenders are the main source of external financing for private organisations (Koren et al., 2014), they can be labelled as the most important or powerful stakeholder(s) for those. Further, (voluntary) disclosure levels are positively associated with leverage (Hossain et al., 1995; Ahmed & Courtis, 1999) or with the organisation’s need for external financing (Francis et al., 2005). Additionally, in accordance with signalling theory, it is expected that organisations with lower leverage ratio and a great need for external (debt) financing are more motivated to send signals to the (financial) market about their financial structure and they will consequently disclose more information voluntarily (Khlifi & Bouri, 2010). Ahmed and Courtis (1999) argue that organisations, once committed to the issue of debt, are motivated to maintain or reduce their present cost of capital, so they carefully disclose more information (rather than

---

5 The research about intellectual capital is very active and the vast body of research was categorised by Branswijck and Everaert (2012) into (1) theoretical research concerning the definition of intellectual capital, (2) the research focusing on managing intellectual capital, and (3) the research on intellectual capital disclosures.

6 As regards Slovenia, such organisations come under the Slovenian Companies Act (ZGD-I), the Slovenian Financial Instruments Market Act (ZTFI) and the EU Directive 2014/95/EU.

7 Private organisations are organisations that are not traded publicly on stock exchanges.

8 Peek et al. (2010, p. 84) show that creditors “belong among the primary users of general purpose financial statements”. Also, Chen et al. (2011) observe the evidence of the importance of the quality of financial reporting in the case of 21 countries. They found that “the quality of financial reporting affects subsequent capital investment efficiency in accordance with theory, even for private firms from emerging markets” (Chen et al., 2011, p. 1269), and that its importance increases in the presence of bank financing. We assume that appropriate public financial (and other) reporting can have positive consequences for private organisations, especially in the case of granting loans.
less) in order to decrease investor (lender) uncertainty about future cash flows and consequently credit risk. According to Sengupta (1998) lenders consider an organization’s disclosure policy in their estimate of default risk, which may reduce its cost of debt.

Several factors of external debt financing or of the cost of debt have been studied. Empirical studies analysed, for example, the age of firms (Hyytinen & Pajarinen, 2007), corporate government practices (Byun, 2007), board quality (Fields et al., 2012), accounting or earnings quality (Francis et al., 2002; Bharath et al., 2008), accounting flexibility (Beatty et al., 2002), audits (Minnis, 2011), auditor choice (Pittman & Fortin, 2004; Fortin & Pittman, 2007), audit quality (Karjalainen, 2011) and voluntary audits (Kim et al., 2011; Koren et al., 2014) as such factors. The results did not necessarily show the expected impacts. For example, the cost of debt should be reduced with higher financial reporting transparency (auditing), but the research by Koren et al. (2014) revealed significant positive influence of voluntary audit on interest rate of small private organisations (in Slovenia), which can be attributed to the “labelling effect”, i.e. “the creditors see through this label adoption and do not award the firm with lower cost of debt” (Koren et al., 2014, p. 27). Further, a number of studies analysing data support for credit risk assessment have shown a significant communication gap between borrowing organisations and financial institutions as regards key intellectual items of these organisations, the reliance on basic financial indicators only, and an urgent need for the inclusion of more advanced non-financial indicators or intellectual capital into the processes of future assessment of business performance, profitability and cash flows (e.g. Guimón, 2005; Dobija & Rosolniška, 2010; Sanchez et al., 2013). Orens and Lybaert (2007) show that financial analysts using more forward-looking information as well as information about innovation and research and development make smaller errors in estimating future earnings. The only known exception is the bank practice in Japan, where non-financial information is already included in the credit risk rating process (Yosano & Koga, 2008) and where also non-listed small and medium-sized organisations are encouraged even at the government level to disclose their intellectual capital for the needs of financial institutions and their loan decisions (Yosano, 2012).

Only two empirical studies focused on intangible assets (Hsuehchang, 2013) and on web-based intellectual capital disclosures (Orens et al., 2009) as factors which might have an impact on or which might be associated with the cost of debt. Both of these studies demonstrated that more intangible assets or more investment into research and development and advertising or better intellectual capital disclosure decrease the cost of debt. Hsuehchang (2013) studied the effect of intangible assets on loan interest rates on a sample of 186 Taiwanese publicly-listed SMEs with 952 annual observations during the time period 2001-2006 based on financial data collected from the Taiwan Economic Journal database. An important and valuable advantage of this study was the detailed data about R&D and advertising expenditures (as a measure for intellectual assets), the interest rate data on actual bank loans, the actual risk premiums of loan interest rates (measure for dependent variable) and credit ratings (as important control variable to control for the firm’s credit risk). The results have shown that SMEs with greater intellectual assets enjoy lower interest rates on bank loans. In the study by Orens et al. (2009), such detailed (financial) information was not available; therefore, the researchers assessed the level of intellectual capital disclosure and cost of debt on the basis of publicly available information disclosed on corporate websites in the summer of 2002. For intellectual capital, they self-created a disclosure index, which consists of 42 intellectual capital information items, and the cost of debt capital was measured as the ratio between the interest expenses in 2003 and the sum of the long- and the short-term financial debt at the beginning of 2003. The study was carried out on a sample of 267 largest non-financial listed firms in Belgium, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. One of the reasons for their focus on these continental European countries was the “increasing investor need for voluntary disclosure in order to complement financial statements” (Orens et al., 2009, p. 1537). Their findings show that organisations with greater intellectual capital disclosure benefit from a lower level of information asymmetry, a lower cost of equity capital and a lower cost of debt capital and exhibit a higher firm value. The results of these two studies (Hsuehchang, 2013; Orens et al., 2009) support the existence of the (negative) association between intellectual capital disclosure and the cost of debt capital in the case of listed organisations in emerging and developed capital markets.

In general, bank-based financial systems support relationship lending, which leads to more (financial) information being communicated privately rather than via financial statements (Burgstahler et al., 2006) and annual reports10. However, Francis et al. (2005, p. 1128) note that “there are equity markets in countries with more bank-oriented systems, and, therefore, voluntary public disclosure could still be important as means of accessing equity financing as well as creating greater transparency for private debt financing.” Hussainey and Aal-Eisa (2009) have shown that the disclosure of forward-looking information in narratives

---

9 According to the author, SMEs are selected because they make great contributions to the economic development in emerging markets.

10 This is in contrast with market-oriented financial systems, which rely mostly on public equity markets to supply capital financing and therefore demand high-quality financial statements and expanded disclosures (Francis et al., 2005; Burgstahler et al., 2006).
of the annual reports is an important mechanism for signalling future earnings to professional users such as financial analysts. As regards intellectual capital, it is considered as a strategic factor/fundamental determinant of (future) value creation in organisations (e.g. MERITUM, 2002; OECD, 1996, 2007). Therefore, it is possible that organisations with information asymmetry problems between management/owners and lenders, regardless of their size and listing status, voluntarily and publicly disclose (some) intellectual capital information within their annual reports because they expect that this forward-looking information may be important for lenders in evaluating the credibility of the organisations’ expected cash flows (Alwert et al., 2009; Minnis, 2011; Bianchi Martini et al., 2016) and rewarding organisations with lower(ing) agency (lending) costs.

The review of the existing research on the association between (and on the impact of) intellectual capital disclosures and (on) different areas of organisation’s performance and its valuation were exclusively focused on the samples of listed organisations, which reveals a significant lack of such research as regards private organisations. Actually, compared with the large body of literature on publicly listed organisations, there is a limited extent of research on private (or unlisted) organisations (Chen et al., 2011; Hope, 2015)13. Private organisations are often, but not always, less likely to be affected by agency issues between management/owners and lenders than public organisations (Kosi & Valentincic, 2013) and they are more likely to resolve information asymmetry by an “insider access” model (Ball & Shivakumar, 2005). In general, lenders are the main source of external financing in private organisations (Koren et al., 2014) although a non-trivial proportion of small private organisations still has no access to external financial debt (Kosi & Valentincic, 2013); thus, such organisations do not face these agency issues as larger private organisations may. Actually, in large and medium-sized private organisations, which are in Slovenia obligated to the auditing of their annual reports, the agency issues between the managers and/or the owners on the one hand and the lenders on the other have already been studied in the context of cost of debt regarding (voluntary) audits as a possible mitigating factor for these agency issues (Koren et al., 2014)12. As regards Slovenian organisations, there is no empirical research of their intellectual capital disclosures and the effects of these disclosures. Only two studies empirically examined the extent of intellectual capital disclosures of listed Slovenian organisations (Rodman, 2005; Jelenovec, 2015) and only one study focused on Slovenian organisations with audited annual reports (Stropnik & Korošec, 2016)13. Considering the characteristics of private organisations which depend on external financing, possible agency issues between management/owners and lenders for these organisations and the characteristics of poorly developed Slovenian equity market14 with predominantly bank-based financial system, we developed the research question whether the level of intellectual capital disclosure (as a whole and of its three individual sub-categories) by private Slovenian organisations with audited annual reports is associated with the cost of their debt capital. To test the stated research question we formulated the following hypotheses:

**H1:** (Total) intellectual capital disclosure level is negatively associated with the cost of debt capital in Slovenian private audited organisations.

**H2:** Human capital disclosure level is negatively associated with the cost of debt capital in Slovenian private audited organisations.

**H3:** Structural capital disclosure level is negatively associated with the cost of debt capital in Slovenian private audited organisations.

**H4:** Relational capital disclosure level is negatively associated with the cost of debt capital in Slovenian private audited organisations.

**Methodology**

**Sample**

We tested our hypotheses on the data obtained from publicly available annual reports of 100 Slovenian private organisations, which published their (mandatory or voluntary) audited annual reports for 2014 on the AJPES portal15. According to the Slovenian Companies Act (ZGD-1) in force during the

---

13 Hope’s (2015, p. 181) opinion regarding this lack of research is “although some interesting issues by definition can only be examined in public firms, I believe that primary reason for the lack of research on private firms relates to data availability rather than the relative importance of these two types of firms.”

12 Actually, “for private companies, the demand for external audits arises mainly from the need for debt contracting with banks and other private lenders, not from the need for equity financing from arm’s-length investors in the stock market” (Kim et al., 2011, p. 589).

14 For example, on 31 December, 2014, there were only 9 organisations listed on prime market of the Ljubljana stock exchange (Ljubljanska borza, 2014).

15 AJPES (i.e. Agencija Republike Slovenije za javnopravne evidence in storitve) is the Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for Public Legal Records and Related Services.
examined period of time, the annual reports of all large and medium-sized capital companies, dual companies and those small capital companies whose securities are traded on the regulated market had to be audited and submitted to AJPES to be available to general public. After pertinent exclusions were made, our population comprised 1,313 organisations, 60 of which were micro, 119 were small, 639 were medium-sized and 494 were large organisations (for one organisation the size information was missing). The majority of our population (86%) were thus medium-sized and large organisations which are obligated to audit their annual reports voluntarily. In the population, there were (only) 235 private organisations (almost 18% of the population) with the legal form of a public limited company, i.e. their shares were not traded on a regulated market. Concerning the organisations' main activity, the main proportion of the population (i.e. 464 organisations or 35%) was engaged in manufacturing, 295 organisations (22%) in wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles, and 117 organisations (almost 9%) were engaged in professional, scientific and technical activities.

Out of this population, 100 organisations were chosen randomly for our sample (every 13th organisation – systematic random sampling). The sample included 90 (private) large and medium-sized organisations. Regarding the legal form of the organisations in the sample, 23 were (private) public limited companies (the rest were limited liability companies). In terms of their main activity, the majority of the organisations were engaged in the following activities: 33 in manufacturing, 23 in wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles, 10 in construction and 9 in professional, scientific and technical activities. These data show that the structure of the organisations in our sample matches the structure of the population.

Variables

*Intellectual capital disclosures*

To study the scope, the quantity, the levels and the quality of voluntary intellectual capital reporting or its disclosures, the researchers generally use the content analysis method. This is “a method of codifying the text (or content) of a piece of writing into various groups (or categories) depending on selected criteria” (Weber, 1988, in Milne & Adler, 1999, p. 237) where the content units under analysis can be words, sentences, paragraphs or other items. Our research stemmed from a pre-determined list of individual topics/characteristics/items of intellectual capital, i.e. a checklist of items, which we searched for in annual reports. A review of checklists used in the existing research revealed that despite the differences in their scope, the most typical items appear more or less in all of them. Usually, the studies apply previously used checklists. However, the research by Li et al. (2008), which was subsequently used in a number of other studies (e.g. Haji & Ghazali, 2012; Boujelbene & Affes, 2013; Mangena et al., 2016), provides a concrete analysis of the suitable number of checklist items to be used in a very frequently applied content analysis method. Namely, too few coding categories potentially increase the probability of random agreement in coding decisions and, consequently, underestimate the reliability, whereas a higher number of items increases the complexity and potentially increases the occurrence of coding errors (Milne & Adler, 1999, Beattie & Thomson, 2007, in Li et al., 2008, p. 141). Li et al. (2008) thus drafted a pilot research instrument with 150 items, which was then tested and analysed. Based on the results of the test and the discussions with other researchers, they narrowed the research instrument to 61 typical items

---

16 In the year 2017, the annual reports of all large and medium-sized capital companies and dual companies are subject to audit.

17 According to ZGD-1 in force during examined period of time, medium-sized and large organisations by definition fulfil two out of the following conditions in a given financial year: they should employ on average more than 50 employees, should have more than EUR 8.8 million net sales revenue and the value of their total assets should be more than EUR 4.4 million.

18 According to AJPES, 1,529 audited annual reports of Slovenian organisations for 2014 were publicly available by 7 September 2015. 5 organisations submitted to AJPES a version of their annual report, which means that 1,524 audited annual reports were actually available on the AJPES website by that date. We excluded a number of legal entities from this population due to specifics of our study (banks, insurance companies, co-operatives, economic interest groups), some legal forms of organisations (investment funds, mutual insurance companies, economic interest groups), some activities (financial and insurance activities) and (publicly) listed organisations. The final number of organisations in the population was thus 1,313.

19 The classification of activities is based on Slovenian Standard Classification of Activities (SKD 2008) (SURS, 2017).

20 The sample (N=100) is not larger due to the complexity of the method used for the analysis of the annual reports’ contents. For example, content analysis was used by Li et al. (2008) to study a sample of 100 organisations, by Haji and Ghazali (2012) to study 51 organisations, by Boujelbene and Affes (2013) to study 102 organisations, and Mangena et al. (2016) to study 125 organisations. Although computer search method (i.e. word and phrase count analysis) is used less frequently, it enables the analysis of a significantly larger sample (e.g. Bontis (2003) used this method to analyse annual reports of as many as 11,000 organisations).
covering all three sub-categories of intellectual capital (22 items for human capital, 18 items for structural capital and 21 items for relational capital). For the purpose of our research, we adapted this checklist by determining an equal number of items for each of the three sub-categories of intellectual capital. Our total number of items was thus 54 (3x18 items). By doing so, we avoided potential preference of any of the three sub-categories of intellectual capital. At the same time, we enabled a mutual comparison of individual intellectual capital sub-categories disclosure levels. Since we were interested in the extent of disclosures and not their quality, we adopted a dichotomous approach in coding. If the item was disclosed, it scored 1 and if it was not disclosed, it scored 0. The presence of each item in the annual report was considered only once (we did not count any repetitions of the same topic and we also gave score 1 to one item only in case of the overlapping contents).

Cost of debt capital

Interest rates or the costs of loans are defined in loan contracts. However, organisations usually do not disclose them in their annual reports. When only publicly accessible data are available, an estimate for the cost of debt capital as the ratio between all annual interest and other financial expenses and its average annual short-term and long-term financial liabilities towards banks, group organisations and others (the average of the value at the beginning and at the end of the year) was usually used in prior studies (e.g. Pittman & Fortin, 2004; Byun, 2007; Hyytinen & Pajarinen, 2007; Orens et al. 2010; Karjalainen, 2011; Kim et al., 2011; Minnis, 2011). This estimate was used in our research, too.

Variables used in the research are presented in Table 1.

The fundamental assumption of our research is that there is the time lag of the effects of intellectual capital disclosures. That is, we assume that intellectual capital disclosures in the annual report for a given year are not reflected in the reporting year but in the following year. That is why the data for the cost of debt variable are for the year 2014 and the data for disclosure variables are for the year 2013.

**Results**

**Descriptive statistics**

Descriptive statistics for our sample are given in Table 2.

On average, private organisations in our sample did not disclose intellectual capital in any significant scope as the average level of intellectual capital disclosure as a whole was 23.3%. Out of all three sub-categories of intellectual capital, the highest disclosure level was observed with structural capital (the average of 30.7%), which was followed by human capital (the average of 20.8%), and relational capital (the average of 18.4%) as the least disclosed sub-category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Description of variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CODC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RCD</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Descriptive statistics (N=100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CODC (2014)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICD (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCD (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCD (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RCD (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The comparison of the lowest values of the observed levels shows that all private organisations disclosed at least some information about their human capital in their annual reports.

**Hypotheses testing results**

First, the correlation analysis between disclosure levels (ICD and HCD, SCD, RCD) was performed. It revealed a very strong positive correlation between the disclosure level of individual sub-categories of intellectual capital and the disclosure level of intellectual capital as a whole (see Table 3), which was expected.

Due to strong (positive) correlations between the intellectual capital disclosure as a whole (ICD) and the disclosures of its sub-categories (HCD, SCD, RCD), we tested our hypotheses, i.e. the association between disclosure levels (ICD, HCD, SCD, RCD) and cost of debt capital (CODC), separately. The correlation analysis did not reveal the existence of statistically significant (negative) correlation (see Table 4). For that reason, we cannot confirm hypotheses H1, H2, H3 in H4.

Following the emphasis made by Koren et al. (2014), who stress the importance of precise measurement of interest rate (cost of debt capital), and warn against drawing conclusions from interest rates based on rough proxies for average interest rates charged by banks and other financial lenders, we also carried out the analysis based on a narrower measurement of the cost of debt capital. That is, we calculated the cost of debt capital as the ratio of annual bank-related interest expenses to average annual short-term and long-term financial liabilities towards banks in the same year (variable CODC_bank). Consequently, the number of observations was reduced to 66 (organisations) because 27 organisations did not have liabilities towards banks and the related financial expenses. Also, detailed data were not available for 7 organisations. Comparison of the results obtained by these two approaches to measuring the cost of debt capital showed a smaller dispersion of variable CODC_bank and the correlation analysis revealed a statistically significant weak positive correlation between the variable CODC_bank and individual disclosure levels (ICD, SCD, RCD) (see Table 5).

Based on these results we, therefore, cannot confirm hypotheses H1, H2, H3 and H4.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

As regards the level of intellectual capital disclosures, the results of our research have shown that Slovenian private audited organisations disclose, on average, relatively little information about their intellectual capital or its

---

**Table 3. Correlation coefficients between disclosure levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICD (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>0.843**</td>
<td>0.935**</td>
<td>0.890**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**

**Table 4. Correlation coefficient between CODC and disclosure levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODC (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5. Correlation coefficient between the variable CODC_bank and disclosure levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODC_bank (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>0.297*</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.278*</td>
<td>0.289*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
sub-categories (the average ICD for 2013 was 23.31%), in their annual reports. The highest disclosure level was determined for structural capital (the average SCD for 2013 was 30.72%) and the lowest for relational capital (the average RCD for 2013 was 18.39%). It is very difficult to compare the values of the quantity of these disclosures with the existing research mainly due to:

(1) various approaches to the application of the content analysis, i.e. the studies may significantly differ from one another in terms of, for example, the use of different checklists of items, the content units and the included assessment of the quality of disclosures;

(2) the organisations in the sample, i.e. the samples usually include listed companies or companies with dispersed ownership which are bound to more extensive disclosures and are thus expected to disclose more information about their intellectual capital, which was empirically confirmed (Williams, 2001; Stropnik & Korošec, 2016);

(3) the source of information, i.e. the sources are usually publicly available annual reports, while some studies focus in IPO prospectuses (e.g. Bukh et al., 2005; Singh & Zahn, 2008) or web-based/HTML-type reporting (e.g. Orens et al. 2009, 2010);

(4) capital market or the country in which the study was undertaken; according to Orens et al. (2010, p. 1058) studies usually »ignore how institutional differences may affect content and consequences of Web-based non-financial disclosure practices«, which could be extended to all non-financial disclosures;

(5) the time component; i.e. usually the studies examine the quantity of disclosures in a specific year; also the comparison of the results within a too large time difference makes no sense as the quantity of disclosures should increase over time (Williams, 2001; Haji & Ghazali, 2012).

Despite all this, we can compare our results about the quantity of disclosures with the results of two studies that are the most similar to our study based on the research methodology applied. The study by Boujelbene and Affes (2013), which was conducted on a sample of 102 companies listed in the French SBF 120 stock market index, showed a very high average intellectual capital disclosure (77.43%) for the year 2009. The research by Li et al. (2008), which was carried out on the sample of 100 UK listed firms, showed the average intellectual capital disclosure index of 36% for the year 2004. In our opinion, higher disclosure rates as reported in these two studies are mainly the result of the population selected for the studies (i.e. listed companies) and of a more developed capital market, or even of a different checklist of intellectual capital items. Because we used an adapted checklist of items23, the disclosure levels of intellectual capital and its sub-categories were in our case higher; alternatively, they could have been lower if we had used the same checklist. Also, we compared the disclosures within a relatively long time span (years 2004, 2009, and 2013). The comparison with two Slovenian studies (i.e. Rodman, 2005; Jelenovec, 2015) therefore does not make sense due to significant methodological differences24.

Regarding the association between the level of intellectual capital disclosure (as a whole and of its three individual sub-categories) of Slovenian private organisations with audited annual reports and their cost of debt capital, the results of our research did not show that the lenders would take into account the level of intellectual capital disclosure as the information about the potential for the future cash flows when deciding on the cost of debt issued to these organisations. This was established with both methods of cost of debt measurement, i.e. the broader one (towards all lenders), where a statistically insignificant correlation between all intellectual capital disclosure levels and cost of debt capital was found, and the narrow one (only towards banks), where an unexpected positive statistically significant correlation between structural, relational and (total) intellectual capital disclosure levels and cost of debt capital (towards banks) was established. Different results obtained when using different cost of debt capital measurement methods highlight the importance of this issue, which was already emphasised by Koren et al. (2014)25. As regards our research, the results obtained may be conditioned by different factors or motives which the providers of funds on capital markets and other lenders take into account when deciding on the interest rates on the loans granted. The broader method of cost of debt measurement includes the entire debt financing, i.e. both

23 The basis for content analysis was the checklist of 61 significant items developed by Li et al. (2008) (i.e. 22 items for human capital, 18 items for structural capital and 21 items for relational capital). In order to avoid any potential preference of individual (intellectual capital) sub-category, we set an equal number of items for each (i.e. 18 items). By doing so, we “limited” the basic checklist to 54 items (in the category human capital, we logically merged items “employee commitments”, “employee development”, “employee capabilities” and “other employee features” with the existing items in this category; in the category relational capital we also logically merged the items “customer retention”, “customer involvement” and “market leadership” with other existing items in this category).

24 For example, Jelenovec (2015) included (only) 23 items in the checklist of intellectual capital and examined the scope of disclosures for 49 listed organisations. On average, these organisations disclosed 8.3 intellectual capital items, which stands for the average of 36% disclosure rate.

25 In order to make relevant conclusions, the assessments of the cost of debt capital have to be done with adequate precision. The (average) interest rate at a given point in time is namely the result of (different) loans taken at different lenders in different periods of time.
financing by banks and by issuing bonds, and financing by other organisations in the group or by the natural persons associated with the organisation. Compared with banks, the latter two can, on the one hand, have a better insight into the internal development potential of the related organisations due to their capital/management ties, or may be driven, on the other hand, by other factors when determining the interest rates to the related persons (e.g. tax or private motives). Although being weak, the positive (statistically significant) correlation between some disclosure levels and the narrow method of the measurement of cost of debt capital (towards banks) as established in our case could be explained by the possibility that the banks do not trust non-financial indicators on intellectual capital with respect to validity and reliability mainly in relation to the credit risk assessment and the assessment of future cash flows. For that reason, the disclosures might be labelled as ‘too good to be true’ or as ‘cheap talk’, which is then sanctioned with an even higher cost of debt. Apart from that, the data in this study were measured in the period of an extensive credit crunch when banks were even more sceptical and cautious, and crediting was limited. Additionally, the issue of the measurement of the extent of disclosures arises as these disclosures were measured only quantitatively (i.e. if the individual item was at least mentioned by an organisation), and we did not measure the quality and the value of the additionally disclosed items. According to signalling theory, the information has added/additional value if it is related to the distinguishing characteristic and if it is disclosed in a quality and user-oriented way (Connelly et al., 2011). In our opinion, reports on intellectual capital are often characterized by a number of similar (e.g. number of employees and education structure) and superficial information which does not have any differential value the assessor would perceive as an advantage or a potential. This could also be the reason why lenders do not consider the level of intellectual capital disclosures when determining the interest rates on loans (i.e. cost of debt) to Slovenian private audited organizations. However, this does not exclude the possibility that the assessors take into account relevant information about the potentials of future cash flows generation as presented in individual items in intellectual capital disclosures. That is, different items of intellectual capital do not have the same significance for the assessment of these potentials (Alwert et al., 2009).

Our research on the association between the quantity of intellectual capital disclosures and the cost of debt capital is the only empirical one carried out on a sample of Slovenian private audited organisations. Because Slovenian private organisations raise capital predominantly via debt (predominantly via bank loans) and because we can expect the increase in the quantity of intellectual capital disclosures in Slovenia, a number of issues still remain to be researched in the future. Primarily, further studies should be undertaken in relation to the above mentioned methodological upgrade of the research by including the measurement of the quality of intellectual capital disclosures and by observing the association between the cost of debt capital and more disaggregated or individual items in these disclosures. The study of the associations between intellectual capital disclosures and the cost of debt capital in private (audited) organisations in large and more diversified economies from the perspective of different fields of economic activity of these organisations could also be interesting. Due to the small size of Slovenian economy, the impact of the activities the organisations are engaged in was deliberately excluded despite the fact that the organisations which are active in more technology-based or knowledge-intensive industries, show more extensive intellectual capital disclosure(s) (Whiting & Woodcock, 2011; Boujelbene & Affes, 2013). Taking this into account, intellectual capital disclosure(s) could have greater significance for the lenders during their assessment of the potentials for future cash flow generation in these organisations. The research into intellectual capital disclosure(s) could also be upgraded with the study of both the motives of those who prepare intellectual capital disclosures in annual reports and the expectations of lenders in relation to these disclosures.
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26 The interest rates applied in inter-company loans are usually different than market interest rates (Jost et al., 2011; Schjelderup, 2016).

27 Similar behaviour of banks when determining interest rates for Slovenian private organisations is deduced by Koren et al. (2014) in relation to voluntary audit; they write about the "labelling" effect, i.e. the situation when banks penalised voluntary audit of small private organisations with higher interest rate.

28 "The quantity of disclosure does not indicate what is actually being disclosed" (Boesso & Kumar, 2007, p. 276).

29 The quantity of intellectual capital disclosures increases over time in some countries (Williams, 2001; Haji & Ghazali, 2012), so it is reasonable to expect such increase also in Slovenia.
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Povezanost razkritij o intelektualnem kapitalu in cene dolgov – primer slovenskih privatnih revidiranih organizacij

Izvleček

Dosedanje empirične raziskave, ki so preverjale povezave med razkritji o intelektualnem kapitalu organizacij in ceno njihovih dolgov, so zelo redke oziroma so izvedene izključno na vzorcu (velikih) organizacij, ki kotirajo na borzi. Ker lahko agencijski problem obstaja med poslovodstvom/lastniki in posojilodajalci tudi v takšnih (večjih) privatnih organizacijah, katerih financiranje je v veliki meri odvisno od posojil in katerih revidirana letna poročila lahko predstavljajo vir dodatnih informacij za zunanje uporabnike, smo s predmetno empirično raziskavo iskali odgovor na vprašanje, ali je stopnja razkritij o intelektualnem kapitalu ter njegovih sestavinah vplivala na ceno dolgov, na primeru vzorca privatnih slovenskih organizacij z revidiranimi letnimi poročili. Rezultati raziskave niso pokazali, da bi posojilodajalci pri določanju cene dolgov slovenskim privatnim revidiranim organizacijam upoštevali razkritja o njihovem intelektualnem kapitalu kot informacijo o potencialu za njihove bodoče denarne tokove.

Ključne besede: intelektualni kapital, razkritja o intelektualnem kapitalu, stopnja razkritij intelektualnega kapitala, cena dolgov, privatne organizacije, analiza vsebine